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Abstract

Censorship constitutes an important pillar of effective governance in China. By drawing a connection between government censorship and media credibility, this paper tries to answer the following question: could government censorship be counter-productive by increasing the credibility of political rumors in China? Using a combination of statistical regression and qualitative interviews, I find mixed evidence on censorship effectiveness in China. On one hand, the results suggest that government censorship can unexpectedly increase the credibility of politically sensitive information because people are more likely to believe in the rumor when they think it is more likely to be censored. On the other hand, the results also hint on censorship effectiveness by increasing people’s trust in state media over foreign news when it comes to a public crisis in China, even though citizens understand that the official media is being censored and controlled by the government.
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Introduction

Political discourse in authoritarian regimes is characterized by three important tools, preference falsification, propaganda, and censorship, through which autocrats manage public grievances and maintain regime stability. While the effects of preference falsification and government propaganda are generally well understood by theories of collective mobilization, autocrat dilemma, signaling and manipulation, theories on government censorship have yet to develop comprehensively.

Extant literature on censorship generally focuses on two perspectives: what is the censoring logic and what are the consequences. Neither of these two questions is sufficiently answered, especially the latter, due to distinctive characteristics of government censorship: invisibility and ambiguity. Invisibility refers to the “behind the scene” nature of censorship as authoritarian regimes tend to deny its existence publicly. Thus, regardless of its pervasiveness, censorship could be less observable. Ambiguity refers to the uncertainty governments


deliberately created around what counted as off-limit topics. This ambiguity is aimed at inducing self-censorship and preventing people from strategic evasion. Consequently, unlike propaganda, which is openly guided by ideologies or political agendas, the objectives of censorship are more difficult to identify.

To further understand the potential effects of government censorship, this paper asks the following question: why are certain kinds of political rumors more credible than others in China? The hypothesis draws a connection between people’s sensitivity towards government censorship and the credibility of political rumors in the context of increasing political polarization and media distrust. By situating the research question in an up-to-date political environment, this research displays a better understanding on why state censorship can be effective and counter-productive simultaneously. Also, this paper tries to find what factors are related to people’s sensitivity towards government censorship when using social media.

The research question has real-world implications since the spread of rumors on social media is becoming a serious problem in China, especially during the recent covid crisis. Moreover, as political polarization has become an increasing concern in the field of political communication, the research question helps to understand how authoritarian regimes can “guide” the political discussion online by fostering media bias in favor of themselves.


4. Druzin and Gordon
Hypothesis

The primary hypothesis of this paper is the following: citizens are more likely to believe political rumors which they perceive as more likely to be censored. I argue that similar to their ability in understanding government propaganda, citizens learn patterns of government censorship through their daily interactions. Then, citizens will develop own evaluations of what contents are classified as politically sensitive and likely to be deleted by the government. Since it is impossible for citizens to distinguish government censorship from the deletion of rumors, citizens will regard the censoring behavior as positively related to the information credibility: the government only conceals truth holding the incumbent accountable. Thus, citizens may be inclined to believe the story containing cues suggesting higher censorship likelihood.

Several secondary hypotheses on what affects people’s judgement on censorship likelihood are also closely related to the theory proposed: (1) People with more sophisticated political knowledge and a higher level of education are more likely to identify any piece of sensitive information as subject to censorship. (2) Given any piece of politically sensitive information, people who are more sensitive to government censorship in general are more likely to identify it as subject to censorship. (3) People who hold more liberal political ideologies, which are against government control over freedom of speech, will behave similarly and thus will be more sensitive to government censorship.

5. Little, “Propaganda and credulity.”
Understanding Media Credibility

Media credibility is an important factor in political communication: if people don’t believe in the political message conveyed, they will not experience an attitudinal shift and thus will not react accordingly. Therefore, to make the information credible is important for all kinds of message senders: whether they are news agencies, democracies, or autocrats. In the extant literature, three factors have been found to affect media credibility: source, medium and message.

Medium Credibility

Theories on medium credibility are perhaps the most historical ones. The technological determinism proposed by Marshall McLuhan provides the foundation of theories in this field. Another major theory concerning medium credibility is media dependency. Gaziano and McGrath (1985) point out that people regard a certain type of medium as more credible than others when they are exposed to the medium more. In the digital age, Dutton and Shepherd (2006) argue that people’s trust in internet as a medium is actually a generaliza-

---


tion of their trust in multiple online sources based on user experiences. Consequently, the more frequent exposure to a certain kind of medium can increase the medium credibility through an accumulation of user experience.\textsuperscript{10} Besides the medium dependency, the social-economic status, mobility and level education may also affect people’s trust in different forms of medium.\textsuperscript{11}

Some distinct features of social media also bring new factors affecting medium credibility to scholars’ attention. A recent theory on medium credibility concludes that interactivity is positively related to media credibility.\textsuperscript{12} Here, interactivity refers to the psychological factors characterizing the likelihood of receivers’ engagement in social interactions with others.\textsuperscript{13} This theory is important for the study of social media because the interaction between the receivers and the agencies are limited in traditional forms of mass communication. However, it is easy to interact with agents on social media and the sense of participation begin to influence people’s perception about media credibility.


Nevertheless, the medium credibility is of less concern for my research because the research question is based on a single, frequently used social media in China. Yet, the theories around still give a context of the study: Since WeChat is a frequently used social media and enjoys high level of interactivity within the community, a rumor spreading on WeChat will cause significant harm to the government if found credible.

Source Credibility

Theories on source credibility traditionally focus on the reputation of news agencies or established institutions. A source is credible if people regard the agencies providing the information as reputable and professional. However, the situation changes dramatically in the digital age as news sources are no longer institutions: individuals can become influential sources on social media as well. Cosenza Rickman et al. (2015) conclude that for individual sources, such as a personal blog, recipients are more likely to consider factors related to blogger’s personal information, such as the offline identity and personal values, when judging the credibility of source.

Another set of theories on source credibility focuses on how funding affects media ideology and information quality. Soroka et al. (2013) conclude that public broadcasts generally do better in providing accurate and unbiased political information compared to


privately-funded broadcasts. However, the conclusion becomes ambiguous in authoritarian regimes due to government censorship.

The general media distrust and political polarization may affect source credibility as well. Today, the political elites in the United States often discredit news agencies online to serve their political ends. The increasing trend of general distrust in news sources fueled by the negative information from political elites strengthens the perception of source credibility based on partisanship. People with more polarized political attitudes are found more likely to differentiate the credibility of news sources based on their political preferences. Such judgement of credibility based on partisanship is more of an emotional response than a logical response. Consequently, disconforming evidence can hardly serve the purpose of “fact check” and may only help to correct the misinterpretation on source credibility temporarily at the very best.

While most research done in the area focuses on how domestic political partisanship affects the quality of democracies, this research sheds light on how this may work in an international context for autocrats. The relationship between political partisanship and source credibility provides the authoritarian regimes a new way to conduct government


censorship by discrediting news sources that tend to criticize them. For instance, the Chinese government has long been categorizing news sources like CNN and New York Times as “anti-China” or “discriminatory” in order to evaporate their credibility.

Message Credibility

The keystone theory on message credibility is that people focus on informational cues. The informational cues include keywords signaling ideology and emotion, or characteristics of a webpage interface. A logical and official style of narration can significantly increase the credibility of the message. An cue signaling professionalism in the message can also increase the credibility of that message.

Message credibility also matters in terms of affecting people’s emotions using narrative tactics to persuade receivers. According to Igartua and Cheng (2009), people’s fascination about information with strong emotions is a socio-cognitive effect and has little to do with the underlying realities on which the stories are written. This provides an important insight for the study of political rumors: political rumors can use sensational cues to arouse affective responses from the receivers and improve its credibility independent of the fabricated stories.

My research adds a new dimension to the understanding of message credibility: Do government interventions on social media, state censorship in particular, interact with mes-


sage cues and thus changing the credibility of information? This is different from the traditional way of thinking about information cues because I’m not investigating how cues can operate independently with the information, but how cues may interact with a larger media environment and thus produce interesting outcomes.

**Political Communication in Autocracies**

The study of media credibility in autocracies can be drastically from that in democracies as the government frequently steps into the political communication process. Aggarwal (1989) directly expresses that the vulnerability of press in India is due to its relationship with the government. The problem is worse in authoritarian regimes where the freedom of expression is violently suppressed. Therefore, the external interventions from authoritarian governments may change how people perceive the idea of media credibility. It is important to build the bridge between the two fields of study, authoritarian politics and media credibility, to see how autocratic machines may influence the process of political communication.

**Government Censorship and Dictators’ Dilemma**

The literature on domestic censorship effects in China usually focus on the limitation of press freedom through party regulation and use of violence against journalists. Recently, Xi administration has further tightened its control over universities and established a “seven

---


No” (七不讲) regulation on topics could be legally discussed in universities. The rise of cross-border surveillance capitalism also strengthened Chinese government’s ability to monitor its citizen. Lots of advanced technologies, such as facial identification, data mining and personal algorithms, have the potential to transform into surveillance tools by authoritarian regimes. Consequently, the existence of government censorship could largely alter the contents of political message and make the news sources co-opted by the system. As media credibility is strongly related to the credibility of message and source, it is reasonable to expect that the censorship will affect media credibility as an external factor.

Another important reason of why censorship affects communication process is the dictator’s dilemma. To correctly understand the citizens’ attitudes, the autocrat wants the information exchange to be transparent; however, to conceal unfavorable information, the autocrat wants to limit the free exchange of information simultaneously. These conflicting goals tend to create an information disparity between the government and citizens on sensitive issues, such as the establishment of environmental protection. It is hard to tell whether


the government is telling the “whole truth” when the level of government censorship can not be observed by citizens. Since the political credibility largely relies on the how much citizens trust the public government discourse in a single-party regime, the dictator’s dilemma on whether to tighten or loosen media control poses a significant problem to the legitimacy of autocrats.12

Therefore, censorship intervenes into the communication process and could affect media credibility due to different reasons: either it’s because the media control could directly affect the message and sources, or it’s because the dictator’s dilemma poses a question for the government to clearly figure out whether the official narratives are actually accepted by its citizens. Though few studies directly explore the relationship between censorship and media credibility, there are several important works which give hints about the potential link between these two concepts.

Government Censorship and Media Credibility

First, the studies conducted on censorship, officially stated as public opinion management (舆情管理) in China, directly imply that the final goal of the management is to convince people about the official narration. Xiong (2016) points out that “to cope with public opinion in the digital era, the mainstream media should react quickly when there is a negative incident and the social media should help to promote positive attitudes among


citizens by spreading official narrations on the events.”33 (direct quote: “主流媒体应快速反应，积极主动的通过公正的权威的新闻报道、分析和评论来疏导公众情绪”) Therefore, at the core of this public opinion management strategy is persuasion and credibility. The government wants to use credible narration to shape and guide online discussion away from undesirable directions. Another way to interpret the pursuit of credibility by the Chinese government is from a mere exposure perspective. The government tries hard to promote pro-regime information by conducting censorship on opposing ideas and controlling the majority of voices online. A control of the majority of opinions will have a mere exposure effect to increase the credibility of official narratives by presenting internet users with only pro-government information.

Furthermore, the technology advancement enables a larger role of government censorship in the communication process. Poell and Dijck (2015) point out that, though the government is unable to control the thoughts of people directly, they can still control the communication process via a biased algorithm.34 In China, most social media are tightly monitored by the government and the central government often sent out direct instructions on what contents should be promoted and sent to users.35

Moreover, citizens’ perception of the media censorship would alter their understanding of politically sensitive information. Huang (2017) points out that the credibility of rebuttals

---


34. Thomas Poell and Jose van Dijck, “Social Media and Journalistic Independence” [in English], in Media independence : working with freedom or working for free?, xii, 291 pages; (New York; London: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2015, 2015).

35. Tian, The Forbidden Garden: Censorship in China
to political rumors in authoritarian regimes differs significantly in credibility according to the source: whether it’s official, quasi-official or non-official. Due to the existence of censorship, people tend to believe not officially related sources when it comes to the discussion on politically sensitive topics. This is contrary to the story of public broadcasts in democratic regimes shown by Soroka et al. (2013). Stockman and Gallagher’s argument about media credibility also finds that people are generally more persuaded by news from semi-official sources, especially if they are written in a realistic way (not written like a propaganda). So they argue that often in China, the content between official and semi-official news is not that different, but the presentation is different.

Finally, citizens have natural intention to search for more credible information on sensitive issues and their searching behavior could hardly be deterred by government censorship. Roberts (2018) argues that the practice of censorship would trigger users to talk more about the politically sensitive topics during the days after their online posts are deleted. Hobbs and Roberts (2018) also argues that the ban on foreign social media use, such as the use of Snapchat, can increase citizens’ access to sensitive information as people are motivated by the new censorship to seek out avenues for evasion. The authors argue that citizens prefer


preserving their media consumption pattern to complying with the government censorship. Then, after citizens find a way to evade censorship, they would naturally consume and search for information previously censored by the government.\footnote{Hobbs and Roberts, “How Sudden Censorship Can Increase Access to Information.”} An increased exposure to foreign sources and sensitive information ruled out by the government can erode citizens’ trust in the incumbent and further discredit certain kinds of information.\footnote{Huang and Yeh, “Information from Abroad.”} Consequently, the existence of censorship may affect media credibility by altering people’s perception on different kinds of sources and contents.

My research is trying to further understand how government censorship may help increase or decrease the credibility of information by shaping citizens’ daily media consumption behaviors or political attitudes. It’s an informative extension of the previous research in this field because it reflects how citizens react to government censorship when they encounter rumors that can hardly be proved or falsified immediately. It may also helps us to better understand why government censorship can have mixed effects for the authoritarian regimes in the field of political communication.

**The Survey Experiment**

This paper adopts a within-subject experimental design and has three independent experiments each with a different treatment, but share the same control. Treatments are formed around factors that may influence the perceived level of censorship likelihood based
on two articles investigating how the Chinese government identify the risk of public opinion crisis and practice government censorship.⁴²

In the first experiment, the source is treated by distinguishing whether it is subject to censorship ($T_1$). I regard sources within mainland China as subject to censorship ($Z = 1$) and foreign sources as not ($Z = 0$). In the second experiment, the information is treated according to whether it involves speculation on government officials ($T_2$). $Z = 1$ if the speculation exists and $Z = 0$ if not. In the third experiment, the information is treated according to whether it involves a collective action potential ($T_3$). $Z = 1$ if there exists and $Z = 0$ if not. All treatments are represented as explicit cues in the information constructed and a vaccine event is chosen as the prototype of the political rumors used due to its connection with the real events happened in 2018⁴³

- Control: A parody vaccine crisis happened in Beijing, reported by *Xinhua News*.
- Treatment Group on Source: A parody vaccine crisis happened in Beijing, reported by *Lianhe Zaobao*, a foreign news media located in Singapore.
- Treatment Group on Government Criticism: A parody vaccine crisis happened in Beijing, reported by *Xinhua News*, and a speculation on government corruption related to government officials in Beijing.

---


• Treatment Group on Collective Action: A parody vaccine crisis happened in Beijing, reported by Xinhua News, and a call for collective action.

Sampling

The online survey experiments consists of two waves of pilot experiments with 150 samples each and a formal survey experiment with 630 samples recruited from mainland China by Quadratics. Participants are randomly assigned to each of the three treatment groups without pre-screening on demographics.

Admittedly, an ideal sample would be random and recruited from average cities within China, covering a wide range of demographic distributions. However, to recruit an ideal sample is practically difficult. Government censorship is a sensitive topic, and the research agenda may be intervened if a massive recruitment is conducted on field. Therefore, the targeted sample population is restricted to volunteers among internet users aged between 18 and 55. This sample population is justifiable as the government report shows over 70% of all netizens in China are aged between 18 and 55, and a person has to be over 16 before he or she is fully responsible for spreading political rumors online. Thus, though subject to certain limitations, such as the voluntary response biases and disproportional regional representations, this sample population is easier to target and has a potential for generalization.

44. Stockmann and Gallagher, “Remote Control.”

Although the online survey distributors are found to have a biased sample towards more educated respondents, this is an acceptable drawback due to practical concerns.\footnote{46} Also, theoretically, citizens with higher education will be more sensitive to censorship, yet less susceptible to rumors. Therefore, a sample population with higher education is biasing against the hypotheses and will not pose severe problems to causal inferences.

**Qualitative Interviews**

The semi-structured interviews are conducted by a snowball sampling in the United States among Chinese students and scholars who are exposed to government censorship in China previously. The main focus of these semi-structured interviews are the following: whether the interviewees think there is any differences between the pieces of information they see on social media and the differences will lead to a varied probability of being censored; whether the interviewees find the pieces of information credible and why; whether the censorship likelihood serves as a factor for interviewees to determine the credibility of information online in their daily lives. I’m also interested in how interviewees understand the concept of government censorship and how well they understand the censorship practices in mainland China. Since the sample collected is not random, it will not be representative in terms of constructing a causal inference solely from the interview data.\footnote{47} Therefore, the qualitative interview data are much more useful when they are used to support or explain the empirical regularity identified by the survey experiment in this study. As will be shown in


\footnote{47} Layna Mosley, *Interview research in political science* (Cornell University Press, 2013).
the discussion of pilot results, the qualitative data is critical in explaining both the empirical regularities, and anomalous patterns, in the data collected.

Quantitative Results

Instead of directly supporting or refuting the hypotheses, the data illustrates a more complicated picture, signaling both positive and negative effects of government censorship. Government censorship is found effective because it prevents citizens from believing rumors of China mentioning a foreign news source when it comes to the public health incident. However, government censorship is also found counter-productive because citizens who are more aware of, and have better understanding about, government censorship are more likely to believe in rumors which they perceived as likely to be censored.

Results of the Additive Regression Model on Media Credibility

The direct treatment effect is only found in the experimental group alternating the source and the result suggests that respondents find information on public health incidents reported by Xinhua, the official party media outlet, more credible even though the information is censored.

The negative treatment effect found in the experiment suggests the effectiveness of government censorship from two perspectives. On one hand, the citizens are prevented from believing the foreign news, which is not censored, in the first place. On the other hand, this tendency to discredit foreign media will decrease citizens’ exposure to the alternative explanations on controversial issues: such as the protection of human rights or the protests in Hong Kong. By ruling out the potential alternatives, the party is more likely to succeed
Table 1: Total Treatment Effects for Different Experimental Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Collective Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>$-0.395^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.003$</td>
<td>$-0.040$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(0.092)$</td>
<td>$(0.087)$</td>
<td>$(0.084)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>$5.245^{***}$</td>
<td>$5.178^{***}$</td>
<td>$5.131^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(0.065)$</td>
<td>$(0.062)$</td>
<td>$(0.060)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Std. Error (df = 418)</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic (df = 1; 418)</td>
<td>$18.207^{***}$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: see ??, ??, and ?? *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

its goal of “public opinion guidance” by providing an official narrative and controlling the right to speak (话语权).

On the other hand, the lack of treatment effects in the other two experimental groups may also suggest an effective government censorship in two different ways. One possibility is that government censorship prevents citizens to believe in scandals until the incumbent confirms it; while the other possibility is that the citizens will self-censor because they understand spreading such information against the government may have legal ramifications. These two potential explanations are supported by answers to the open ended questions incorporated into the survey experiments, where respondents suggest that they won’t spread or trust the rumors on government corruption until it’s published via the official media outlet.

It is worth noting that these results are time-sensitive. The recent rise of fake news, regime-sponsored disinformation campaigns and extreme political partisanship could have
significantly affected the source and message credibility of any information online. Without panel data or time-series data, it is hard to determine whether or not the direct treatment effect is related to the larger media environment. In other words, Chinese citizens may tend to believe more in foreign sources years ago, but not any more. Another possibility is due to government propaganda because the party is portraying foreign media as persistently biased against China, after 2008. Therefore, the experimental result shown on the alternation of sources should not be interpreted as robust across time. It is hard to conclude whether the treatment effect is a time-invariant result or is a context-specific result, even if it has profound implications on why government censorship could be effective in China today.

However, it would be improper to conclude that government censorship in China is working without any flaws. In all three experiments, the censorship likelihood of the information is found to be positively related to the credibility of the information. While illustrates the relationship between the variables without controlling any co-variates, the regression results with controlled variables give a consistent result as well. Another interesting pattern we can observe from the figure is that the data point concentrated in the upper triangle according to the 45-degree line. This suggests that the scale of variation in response to media credibility largely depends on the censorship likelihood: the variation in credibility measurement decreases as the censorship likelihood increases. Therefore, it’s possible that there is an interaction between the treatment and whether respondents regard the information as highly likely to be censored. Also, it’s worth noting that the pattern is consistent across all three groups even if total treatment effects are not found in the experimental groups other than the one on alternating the source. In the following sections, I will examine whether the censorship likelihood has an interaction effect on the outcome in the model and what
explains the steady pattern across the experimental groups even when no treatment effect is found.

![Figure 1: How censorship likelihood of the information is positively related to media credibility across different experimental groups](image)

Other factors, such as the prior knowledge of government censorship, the general perception on government censorship, media bias, and intention to self-censor, are found related to the result as well. These co-relations allow us to peek into how personal characteristics can complicate the picture when discussing media credibility in an authoritarian regime. They also demonstrate the fact that different groups of citizens may react differently to the same political rumor.

In general, if respondents are more sophisticated in terms of understanding government censorship (e.g. who conducts the actual deletion online, what kinds of materials are subject to censorship, etc.), then they are more likely to believe in rumors spreading online.
Also, respondents’ general perception on government censorship will have an effect on how they view the online information. If respondents are more aware of the existence of government censorship in general (e.g. they regard the media environment in China as not free and censored), then they are less likely to believe in the information online. Similarly, if respondents regard the information online as biased in general, then they are less likely to believe it. Finally, if respondents show a higher intention in self-censoring, then they are more likely to believe in rumors online, even if they are not likely to spread the information themselves as suggested by their qualitative responses. These results suggest how the general distrust of online media and media consumption habits related to the existence of state censorship can alter information credibility in authoritarian regimes.

Table 2: Excerpt of Additive Regression Models Controlling for Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perceived Media Credibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>−0.376***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.086)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censor_Likelihood</td>
<td>0.203***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political_Attitude</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censor_Knowledge</td>
<td>0.198***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selfcensor</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censor_Perception</td>
<td>−0.122**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>−0.136***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: results of other variables neglected *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
While the distrust in media in democracies is largely related to partisanship and polarization, the results found in China, an authoritarian regime, are less related to political ideology. Since the political attitude measurement in this paper is adopted from Pan and Xu (2018), measuring the liberal ideology from political, social, and economic perspectives, the results suggest that partisanship of left and right would matter little in China when discussing media credibility. A potential explanation to this phenomenon is the potential difference in what “partisanship” means in different countries. Since there doesn’t exist a regular shift of power induced by citizens in authoritarian regimes, the political debates are less likely to be motivated by liberal or conservative ideologies. Instead, the partisanship in China is more centralized around the approval and disapproval of the Chinese Communist Party. Therefore, I tested the relationship between respondents’ satisfaction of the current political system in China and the perceived media credibility. As summarized by figure 2, the results remain the same and no clear patterns could be found. The coefficients are also not significant in an additive regression model. Consequently, the political partisanship is not likely to affect media credibility in China.

The Interactive Effects on Media Credibility

Next, in order to demonstrate whether censorship likelihood contributes to the credibility of political rumors online as suggested by my hypothesis, I will analyze the data by the interactive regression model. The two variables I’m interested in are respondents’ judgments


Figure 2: Relationship between respondents’ support of the current political system controlled by CCP and the perceived information credibility

on the censorship likelihood of the information, and how well they understand government censorship. The former variable is tested to validate my hypothesis and the second variable is of interest due to the results shown by the additive regression models.

Then, as illustrated by 4, interactions are found for both variables of interest, and the monotonicity assumption of analysis is guaranteed by a posterior check on the data, as illustrated by 1. The censorship likelihood does contribute positively to the credibility of political rumors online as suggested by the hypothesis. This suggests that government censorship could be counter productive because when citizens regard a piece of politically sensitive information as more likely to be subject to government censorship, they are more likely to believe in the information, even when it’s actually a rumor. Also, respondents’ possession of knowledge on government censorship contributes positively to the media credibility. This
suggests that citizens who are well educated in terms of the media environment in China will more likely to believe in the politically sensitive information online. However, the magnitude of the interactive effects is much less than the magnitude of the direct treatment effect in the interactive models. This suggests that citizens who are more sensitive and knowledgeable about government censorship still possibly believe in official media outlets more than a foreign news source, even though they understand that domestic news is censored. A potential explanation to this phenomenon is that sophisticated users understand state censorship as
Table 4: Additive and Interactive Models for Source Treatment Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>−0.395***</td>
<td>−0.423***</td>
<td>−0.395***</td>
<td>−0.973***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.092)</td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
<td>(0.293)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censor Likelihood</td>
<td>0.175***</td>
<td>0.102*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censor Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.195***</td>
<td>0.126***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Censor Likelihood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.144**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Censor Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.138*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>5.245***</td>
<td>4.589***</td>
<td>4.455***</td>
<td>4.865***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.065)</td>
<td>(0.151)</td>
<td>(0.166)</td>
<td>(0.206)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Std. Error</td>
<td>0.947 (df = 418)</td>
<td>0.924 (df = 417)</td>
<td>0.929 (df = 417)</td>
<td>0.920 (df = 416)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic</td>
<td>18.207*** (df = 1; 418)</td>
<td>20.980*** (df = 2; 417)</td>
<td>22.890*** (df = 2; 417)</td>
<td>15.377*** (df = 3; 416)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

deletion and selective exposure more than spreading misinformation. Therefore, they are more likely to regard the state media as “telling the truth in part” instead of “lying”.

Who is More Sensitive Towards the Government Censorship

The censorship likelihood variable in the model, as suggested in the measurement section, captures how sensitive the respondent is towards the government censorship. Then, what factors are related to respondents’ sensitivity towards the government censorship is also of interest. By applying a simple additive regression model, I find several variables that are co-related with respondents’ ratings on the censorship likelihood for each piece of information presented in the experiments as suggested by ??, ??, and ?? in the appendix. However, it is important to understand that the regression results for this section are not obtained in a randomized experiment as the previous additive and interactive regression models on media credibility. Thus, the relationships identified should be understood as mere
associations instead of causal inferences. Also, the results are conditioning a given piece of rumor and thus no comparisons can be made between different pieces of information since no mediation effect is found.

First of all, respondents’ knowledge on censorship is positively related to their judgement on whether a piece of information is likely to be censored. This should not be surprising since citizens who are well-informed should understand censorship better and thus are more likely to tell the information presented is subject censorship. Nevertheless, respondents’ political knowledge of general facts (e.g. who is the president of China) is found irrelevant to their sensitivity towards government censorship. This indicates the possibility that citizens of China can be well educated, politically sophisticated, yet ignorant or indifferent towards government censorship. Or, as will be demonstrated in later sections, some elites in China believe that censorship is justified and beneficial for “social and economic stability.” This indication cannot be proved by the data and models within this project but is definitely worth future studies.

Political attitudes are also found to be relevant. People who favor more liberal political ideology are more likely to label the information as “subject to censorship.” However, as illustrated by the variance of the data for political attitude is a little bit larger than the variance of data for the censorship knowledge. This suggests that the political ideology may have a varied influence on people’s sensitivity towards government censorship. One plausible explanation for the phenomenon is that citizens with different political ideologies may share a similar view on the government censorship. This explanation is supported by the qualitative interview data, as will be shown in later sections.
Figure 3: The Co-relation between Censorship Knowledge, Political Attitude and People’s Sensitivity towards Government Censorship (without controlling for any other demographic or political characteristics)

Table 5: Relationship between One’s Support of the Current Political System in China and One’s Sensitivity towards Government Censorship (Excerpt of Additive Regression Models)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Censor Likelihood</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP Disapproval</td>
<td>0.072***</td>
<td>0.074**</td>
<td>0.157***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.028)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.652**</td>
<td>1.185***</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.284)</td>
<td>(0.286)</td>
<td>(0.328)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Std. Error (df = 404)</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic (df = 15; 404)</td>
<td>37.862***</td>
<td>42.961***</td>
<td>32.732***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Controlled for all other co-variates

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Also, it is worth noting that the relationship between one’s political attitudes and one’s sensitivity towards state censorship remains the same if the liberal political ideology measurement is replaced by the single survey question evaluating whether the respondent opposes the current political system controlled by CCP. Since the loss of explanation power is trivial, the result echoes with the idea that the approval or disapproval of the CCP lies in the center of political ideology measurement in China.

Finally, respondents’ judgements on media bias and the perceived censorship likelihood of the information is positively correlated. This suggests that respondents may regard biased information, or information with stronger opinions, as more likely to be censored in general. This also speaks to why citizens in China will conduct self-censoring when posting opinions online: they well understand that strong opinions are likely to be watched by the government.

**Qualitative Results**

The qualitative data comes from two sources: the qualitative responses collected from the online survey experiments and the qualitative interviews conducted on the university campus in the United States. The main questions I address by looking into the qualitative data in this section are the following: whether censorship likelihood plays a role in determining the credibility of rumors online, why *Xinhua News* is more credible than foreign news even when people understand the existence of government censorship, why no treatment results are found in two out of the three experimental groups, and how people understand and react to government censorship.
Sample Characteristics

The qualitative responses collected from the online survey experiments share the same demographics with the quantitative data, while the effective response rate for those free response questions are about 50% for each experimental group. I count all meaningful responses, regardless of their length, as effective responses to the free response questions in the survey experiment. The qualitative interviews consist of 15 respondents, who are sampled by a snow ball sampling, on the campus of University of Michigan—Ann Arbor. The interview samples have both undergraduate and graduate students. The length of their living in mainland China ranges from 7.5 years to 20 years. To eliminate extreme cases, all interview samples are drawn without political science majors, which presumably gives better training to the students in how to understand the Chinese political situations.

Admittedly, the following discussion using qualitative results are with limited external validity when making causal claims and related analysis because both samples are not nationally representative. However, the results should still be viewed as informative because it illustrates certain social contexts in which the statistical results could be understood, and provides plausible explanations to the pattern of data observed in survey experiments.

The Role of Censorship Likelihood

In the survey experiment, I find that media credibility increased as the censorship likelihood is perceived as higher. However, two questions remain unanswered: why an unbalanced statistical variation of data is witnessed in figure [1] across experimental groups, and whether the interaction effect is invariant across different social groups. In order to investigate into these questions, I ask respondents when would they believe in rumors containing
sensitive information regarding the spread of coronavirus in China and why. I also designed several questions to assess how likely the respondents will pay attention to information related to politics online.

In summary, the qualitative interviews largely support the hypothesis that people will believe more in the information online if they regard them as more likely to be censored. However, instead of being generic, the respondents can be broken down into two groups: those who are interested in politics and those who are not. Respondents who regularly read political news online showed a clearer inclination towards the claim when compared to respondents who mainly looked up entertainment and sports news online. When asked whether she believed in rumors containing some sensitive clues suggesting government wrongdoings during the recent coronavirus crisis, a respondent said in the interview: “Although maybe not an absolute yes, but I think it’s the case most of the time. Or at least it arouses my interests into the case [...] I think the government has faults [...] After all, they should have controlled the Red Cross Association in Wuhan better.” Another interviewer gave an example of the online discussion of how the bureaucratic system and why local officials have motivation to cover up the crisis at beginning: “I know it (the discussion) won’t be preserved for long [...], but the facts and analysis seem reasonable to me, precisely because it talks about some inner incidents that are sensitive [...] I may keep silent in public, but if you ask me whether I believe it, I may say so. ” Her emphasis on real details is similar to the findings where personal anecdotes can increase media credibility. Yet, an important characteristics of those “detailed internal informaion” is that they are subject to potential state censorship[^90].

[^90]: Stockmann and Gallagher, “Remote Control”
The main reason why people regard such “inner” or “sensitive” information as in part credible is that they believe the government will cover up the materials endangering its legitimacy. Therefore, the judgement is based on their knowledge that the censorship exists in China. These facts, when laid out in a detailed or convincing fashion, can swing the credibility of the information. For instance, several respondents mention in the interviews that if these politically sensitive clues contain figures or videos, then they will have even more confidence in the information.

Consequently, a potential explanation to the variation seen in the experimental data is the as follows. While the interactive treatment effect is not the same across different groups, the impact of politically sensitive information depends on the respondent’s type. Respondents who are more interested in politics have a larger chance to rate the censorship likelihood of the information as higher and believe in the information. Respondents who are less interested in politics, on the other hand, may rate the censorship likelihood and the credibility of the information variously.

Yet, two things are noteworthy. On one hand, most respondents, when expressing their inclination to believe in those politically sensitive clues, also express a potential to reserve their idea in making a definite judgement on the credibility of the information. On the other hand, people who take a clear position on this question and express confidence in their understanding about how censorship in China works make up only a third of all respondents. These two characteristics resonates with the later analysis on why no treatment effects are seen in two out of the three experimental groups and will help us to understand what happens when media credibility decreases in general.
The Party Media as an Authority

The second question I’d like to examine with the qualitative data is why respondents express a trust in the party media over foreign news outlets. To better understand this direct treatment effect found in the experiment, I ask interviewees on their media consumption behaviors, their impressions of foreign news agencies, and their perception of the party media outlets. The answer to this question is not trivial. In fact, different groups of people may well give the same judgement based on completely different reasons. In general, I identified three types of reasons: ignorance, inability, and appreciation.

Ignorance is referring to those who are not interested in politics and don’t understand the severity of government censorship. Some typical free responses given in the survey experiment data of this type are: “China enjoys freedom of speech even though we are monitored by the government” or ”I feel safe to retweet the article because the government only censor rumors and not facts.” These qualitative answers are generally associated with a low score on censorship knowledge and a low score on political knowledge. The low scores reflect a limited, if not incorrect, understanding of the government censorship in China. Therefore, it is possible that these respondents trust the domestic media simply because they don’t know much about the censorship and really believe the party news agency is telling the truth.

The same pattern can be seen from the qualitative interviews as well. When a respondent who only use social media to browse entertainment news is asked whether she feel safe to spread information criticizing the government during the Hong Kong protest, she replied: “I usually don’t care about this [...] will they really arrest people who spread this information? [...] I think I will only look for domestic media when it comes to news in China.
as they are reliable.” Since she only lived in China for the first eleven years in her life, it’s understandable that she has a limited understanding of government censorship in China. It is possible that the ignorance effect is larger for Chinese citizens who live abroad because they are exposed to more of the “anti-China” news reported by foreign news media. Then, if they are ignorant of the government censorship, they will regard the state-sponsored news from China as more trustworthy when compared to the “fake news” of the foreign media outlets.

The second reason for people to trust the official media is their inability to really check the facts. When people are asked about whether they trust the statistics published by the Chinese government on the recent coronavirus, some of them would give a definite no and argue that they government must have covered up the numbers just as it did during the SARS. However, when asked whether they will give numbers published by foreign news media more credits, they also hesitated to do so. “I think the models developed by the foreign media are even worse [...] I’d rather believe more in the official data, although I think they must be lower than the reality [...] either way, there is no means for me to check the reality. So, I’d rather believe the actual figures instead of predictions given by the models,” said a respondent during the interviews. This is a reasoning closely related to the general distrust in all media: if I can’t find a completely plausible alternative source and am unable to prove or disprove the information, I’d rather trust the official media.

The inability to find alternative sources is also related to an impression that all media are biased. A typical answer given by the respondents when asked whether they trust the foreign media on reporting China is “all media are biased as long as they are expressing opinions. I’d rather trust neither foreign or domestic news, but if I have to pick one, then I
will pick Xinhua.” There is a tendency for respondents to equalize criticism against China and the typical foreign media bias. The reasoning goes as follows: the news is biased as long as it contains certain opinions, and since you must express some opinions when being critical about China, then the news is biased. This reinforces the argument that the strategic censorship in China is effective in terms of preventing citizens from continuously believing in an alternative source in the first place.

Finally, there are people who give the official media credits because they think the party media outlets are getting better, despite the persistence of censorship. “The government is getting more transparent over time” is a typical response given in the survey experiments of this type. A respondent expressed the similar idea when talking about the coronavirus during the interviews as well: “I think the situation is at least better than what happens during SARS [...] I will give the media credit and trust it more.”

Indifference, Self-Censorship and Credibility

Then, what contributes to the lack of treatment effects in two out of the three treatment groups even if censorship likelihood is always positively associated with media credibility? To answer this question, I asked respondents when they would have a strong opinion on information credibility and when would they feel comfortable to express such opinion in public. Those questions are asked both in specific context, the Hong Kong protest and the coronavirus crisis, and in the generic sense.

Two potential explanations drawn from the interviews are the lack of firm opinions and the unwillingness to express firm opinions. On one hand, the lack of firm opinion indicates that citizens, especially those who are not interested in politics, are unwilling
to make a precise judgement on the credibility of the information. In fact, most of the respondents who are not interested in politics won’t consciously think of credibility when they see a rumor online. Most of them would simply perceive the information as “an interesting case” and move on. “What has that to do with me” or “I don’t care” are typical reactions when politically uninterested respondents are asked whether they trust or want to spread the information.

During the interviews, several respondents said they usually take the criticism against the government online as stories and won’t bother to check the credibility of those stories since they are not interested in the event. An implication of this attitude is that people don’t care about the truth when they don’t care about the political events related to those information. When asked whether he will do a fact check on criticisms of government online, a respondent said in the interview: “I will not waste my time [...] I don’t have connections with the government and whoever was corrupt or not has nothing to do with me.” Therefore, the difference in credibility may be too small to precisely measure for information that only differs in details.

On the other hand, the unwillingness to express firm opinions can be understood as a consequence of self-censorship. That is, even when respondents do have an opinion on the credibility of different information, they are unwilling to reveal their judgement publicly. The decision to self-censor can be attributed to both political and psychological reasons. The political motivation to self-censor is usually the fear of state repression. In the qualitative responses collected for the two experimental groups on government criticism and collective action, the respondents tend to comment ”No talking about the national affairs”, especially when they expressed a neutral position (a score of precisely 4 out of 7) on the discussion of
credibility. Most citizens in China share the consensus that they should take no firm stand on politically sensitive issues, at least in public discussions, to be safe. Therefore, when people think assigning credibility to a piece of information is expressing support to the criticism at least in part, it’s not hard to understand why they tend not to make the judgements.

Besides this kind of self-censorship motivated by potential state repressions, self-censorship can also be a consequence of social desirability bias. Some respondents commented that they don’t evaluate the credibility of the information because they think it will cause conflicts between people with different views. “If a friend of mine doesn’t trust the information while I do, then our friendship will be in danger. I won’t express the idea or make the judgements until I’m sure most people agree with me on the issue. I don’t want to waste my time arguing with others.” said an undergrad during an interview. This suggests that the lack of treatment effect could be a direct result of social desirability bias among survey respondents. Both explanations related to self-censorship, even though the underlying mechanisms are completely different, can be supported by the fact that self-censorship variable is found significant on credibility for the experimental groups other than the alternation of sources.

Finally, the interviews provide an insight into the social contexts in which we can better interpret the statistical data. For instance, although most interviewees said they felt uncomfortable publicly expressing their opinions, they did confirm their willingness to discuss in a private setting: such as in a group chat containing only family members and friends. Since WeChat is a social media platform where you receive most of the information from your contacts and not strangers, private discussions may happen more often then the survey experiment could possibly simulate. Also, when a piece of information is spread by
one’s family member or close friend, the reputation of the person can back up the credibility of the information, which is also not captured by the survey experiment. Consequently, the quantitative results should be understood in a public discussion context and admittedly doesn’t capture all the activities happened on WeChat.

Another conclusion about the social context in which the statistical results should be understood is regarding the reason to self-censor. While the qualitative responses collected from the survey data overwhelmingly mention the fear of being caught by the internet police in China, interviewees in the United States express more caution in avoiding conflicts in online discussions. Consequently, different media environments could provide different motivations to self-censor: students who study abroad may care less about the state repression because they are far from mainland, but may pay more attention to potential conflicts with their nationalist friends.

Conditional Acquiescence to the Government Censorship

The final observation I make out of the qualitative data is how people understand censorship in general. It’s surprising that all respondents firmly state that they think censorship is justifiable under certain conditions during the interviews, although they differ in the level of understanding, in the level of interest, and in the level of pro-liberal ideologies. The typical justification given to the government censorship are of two kinds: prevention of rumors and the maintenance of stability. The respondents all agree on the statement that the government is obligated to remove rumors online, so that there is someone who can ensure the information online is correct. Nevertheless, they admit that the facts, especially the politically sensitive facts examined by this study, are only known to the government.
Also, the respondents all express an appreciation of social stability. A typical argument given would be that due to the large size of population in China, a provocative information online can easily cause social unrest and thus the government should use censorship to prevent catastrophes. A radical respondent who supports this view even gives the following defense of the government censorship: “The ordinary citizens should not have access to all the facts. The government should decide what citizens need to know so that the citizens won’t prevent the government from solving the problem [...] I don’t care whether the figure of people infected (by the coronavirus) published by the government is censored or not. I only care whether we can contain the infection, which is the true problem. We should be pragmatic.” Interestingly, these two reasons are also the most frequently used reasons for the authoritarian regimes to defend their conduction of censorship.

A potential explanation for this phenomena is that all interview samples are drawn from students with high social economic status. Since students, especially undergraduate students, studying in the United States are more likely to come from wealthy families, they could potentially have more interest in the current system. Thus, they are less likely to be in favor of radical actions against the system and more likely to trump social stability. This social context complicates the picture of assessing media credibility in China: Educated citizens, especially those with high social economic status, would tolerate censorship in the pursuit of social stability. Then, whether the information is truly credible would be of secondary importance, if it matters at all, as credibility is not the first criteria for a piece of information to be supported, circulated and thus survive online.

Another potential explanation is the difference in how people understand the concept of “freedom of speech.” Similar to the debate of whether hate speech and political adver-
tisement should be considered a part of the “full freedom of speech” in the United States, the rise of political polarization and misinformation online could have created a different expectation and understanding of “freedom of speech” among Chinese citizens. As Chinese citizens share a consensus over the importance of stability, they could well agree on the government standing that freedom of speech should not endanger social stability. Such an understanding can be summarized by a sentence from the recent party propaganda: “The internet is not beyond the law.” (互联网不是法外之地) This naturally sets a boundary to the freedom of speech and prohibits citizens from discussing sensitive political issues, even when they think the freedom of speech is actually protected.

**Other Results from the Pilot Survey Experiments**

Throughout the two waves of the pilot survey experiments, several modifications were made on the experimental materials and the survey questions. There are three important results at the early stages, which are not reflected by the current data. These results include the measurement of self-censorship and bias, the elimination of commonly seen rumors, and the trivialization of sensitive clues.

The measurement of self-censorship and bias is added after the second wave of the pilot experiments because the qualitative responses suggest the influences of them. It is possible that people will systematically discredit the sensitive information due to self-censorship. Then, it is proven that both variables played an important role in understanding the media credibility of rumors online, as suggested by the current results.

The revisions to make self-censorship the treatments more ”subtle” in all experimental materials are due to the qualitative interviews conducted during the pilot experimental
stages. Usually, political communication studies require the cues to be strong and salient in order to get an observable treatment effect. However, this may be counter-productive for the study on censorship since no one would write explicitly against government on social media in China. Thus, the materials are not "real enough" to trigger people’s responses in the sense that they will hardly appear in real life. This also helps explain the small magnitude of the identifiable treatment effects: you can’t have salient cues on political sensitivity in an experiment conducted in authoritarian regime if you would prefer the data to reflect the actual situation.

Finally, the past experiences of people’s exposure to rumors are proven to have an impact on how citizens view the rumors online today. The free responses collected for the first wave of the pilot experiments points to the possibility that people systematically doubt the information involving speculation on government corruption because the government official mentioned is Jiang Zemin, the former general party secretary of CCP. They claim that *The Epoch Times* (大纪元时报), a Chinese newspaper run by Falun Gong spiritual movement in the U.S., always uses the same narrative to discredit the Chinese government. Namely, any government corruption is finally related to Jiang Zemin and he is responsible, directly or indirectly, for most of the scandals in China. As Falun Gong is defined as cult by the party propaganda, the citizens don’t believe their words at all. Such experiences largely discredit all rumors related to the government criticisms where Jiang Zemin is the central figure. This suggests an interesting perspective remains unexplored by this paper: how stereotypes created by propaganda and censorship discredit information, even when it might be true, in authoritarian regimes.
A critical implication of these results is the use of qualitative data to frame better survey questions when conducting research in authoritarian regimes. The qualitative interviews can help us to understand whether the theories developed under the democratic settings can be directly applied to the research in authoritarian regimes. For instance, the inclusion of specific descriptions may have opposite effects in different types of regimes as suggested above. Also, the qualitative interviews help identify previously neglected co-variates in the survey experiment, self-censorship, for example.

**Implications of the Research**

The results I find in this paper have several implications, both empirically and theoretically. Empirically, the research illustrates mixed effects of government censorship on media credibility. The fact that the Chinese citizens give more credit to the party media on average has a profound implication because it largely consolidates the governance of the authoritarian regime through the communication tool. Also, the recent outbreak of the government’s reporting a doctor in China, who is the whistleblower of the coronavirus and died due to the coronavirus, as spreading the rumor online has triggered a round of criticism on the state-owned news media. Since the experiments were in the field before this outbreak, it would be interesting to see how this incident could change the public opinion. If the pattern observed by this paper holds for a replication, then the effectiveness of government censorship and propaganda will be proven to be stronger than we have previously believed.

Theoretically, the research laid a foundation to understand how political characteristics associated with or fostered by government censorship can affect people’s judgement of media credibility. On one hand, the main results of the paper contribute to a neglected side
of the studies on government censorship: whether censorship can have negative effects on the government even if it serves their ends. Following the research of Roberts (2018), which shows the possibility that government censorship may increase citizens’ access to undesirable information, this paper illustrates the potential for government censorship to induce trust in political rumors among certain groups of citizens in China. The variation of potential effects among different groups of citizens based on their social and political characteristics also corresponds with the analysis framework proposed by Geddes and other authors. This suggests that even though the government censorship could have negative effects, the magnitude of the effects may not be ubiquitous across the population. It could strengthen the support of national narration in favor of CCP among citizens with less knowledge concerning censorship, while give more credits to political rumors among citizens who are familiar with government censorship. Therefore, this may lead to an increased polarization in China around the main political cleavage, which is to support or oppose the CCP ruling.

On the other hand, the research fits into a larger discussion in the field of political communication. Since we are entering an age of general media distrust and polarization, this could have a profound theoretical implication on investigating how the government can use “fake news” as a political weapon. In democracies, fake news labels are usually based on partisanship and are used by right-wing populist leaders to attack their domestic political opponents. The research suggests a possibility that the authoritarian regimes can use similar strategies to attack foreign news with different ideologies. By establishing the party media
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as the ultimate authority concerning controversial or polarized political issues, the Chinese government can successfully control mainstream public opinion online. This implication is supported by a Bayesian factor analysis analyzing how the three dimensions—source, message and medium—are contributing to the overall media credibility of the controlled version information in all three experimental groups. As illustrated by table 6, the factor loading for the source credibility is the largest among three dimensions for all experimental groups when it comes to the measurement on controlled version information. In fact, the loading of source credibility is always significantly larger than that of message credibility, which is the second important factor. Consequently, the presence of Xinhua News, the official party media, as the source of information largely alternates respondents’ impression on the media credibility and plays a major role in persuading readers. This suggests that the official media outlets in authoritarian regimes may also be more credible as compared to private ones, which is similar to the credibility enjoyed by public broadcast in democracies.

Nevertheless, even though a similar distinction between the credibility of public and private media sources is found across different types of regimes, it is hard to determine whether the distinction is caused by the same reason. In democracies, public broadcast gain more credibility in providing detailed and unbiased political information. Therefore, citizens are better informed when they watch public broadcast and can in turn trust the media source. As suggested by table 5.2, message credibility matters most for respondents in judging media credibility when the information is coming from news media located in Singapore. As the news on China is less likely to be censored by the Singapore government, it could provide
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Credibility</th>
<th>Medium Credibility</th>
<th>Message Credibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Source)</td>
<td>-0.537 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.719 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Credibility</td>
<td>-0.973 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Source)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.07)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Credibility</td>
<td>-0.978 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Government Criticism)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Credibility</td>
<td>-0.607 (0.07)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Government Criticism)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.07)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Credibility</td>
<td>-0.586 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Government Criticism)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Credibility</td>
<td>-0.929 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Collective Action)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Credibility</td>
<td>-0.764 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Experimental Group: Collective Action)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries without parentheses are posterior means and entries with parentheses are posterior standard deviations. The column labeled $\lambda$ provides information about what can be thought of as the factor loadings or the item discrimination parameters; and the column labeled $\Psi_{jj}$ provides information regarding the error variances. The chain was run for 10,000 scans after 1,000 burn-in scans. The acceptance rate was normal.

Table 6: Posterior density summary of the measurement model of media credibility (Controlled Version)

more detailed and objective political information. This provides a parallel, even though it’s not perfect, to the story of public broadcast in established democracies. In autocracies, on the contrary, the official media outlets tend to provide less detailed and more biased information due to government censorship. Consequently, the underlying mechanism which leads to a high credibility of official media in authoritarian regimes should be understood differently from the story in democracies.
Medium Credibility  
(Experimental Group: Source)  
\[ \lambda = 0.420 \quad (0.07) \quad \Psi_{ij} = 0.83 \quad (0.08) \]

Source Credibility  
(Experimental Group: Source)  
\[ \lambda = 0.847 \quad (0.07) \quad \Psi_{ij} = 0.29 \quad (0.07) \]

Message Credibility  
(Experimental Group: Source)  
\[ \lambda = 0.972 \quad (0.07) \quad \Psi_{ij} = 0.06 \quad (0.08) \]

*Note:* This is the summary for the treated version information within the source experimental group. The results are different for the other two experimental groups. In summary, the source credibility remains the leading factor for the other two experimental groups in a significant way.

Table 7: Posterior density summary of the measurement model of media credibility (Treated Version)

Admittedly, the interactive regression models in [4] explains less variance in the data compared to the additive regression models controlling for demographics and other political characteristics of the respondents. Therefore, it is clear that the political characteristics measured in the model are more likely to work as a whole instead of working independently. In fact, the variables are theoretically interrelated to instead of independent from each other. For instance, the respondents who prefer liberal political ideology are more likely to distrust the government and equip themselves with more sophisticated knowledge concerning the government censorship. Then, a natural objection to raise is that endogenous effects may exist in the analysis models. I will fully accept this objection since it would be hard to eliminate such influences and establish a single, completely independent causal inference path. Both the interactive regression model and the mediation model can not solve the problem. Furthermore, the main focus of this study is not to argue that censorship likelihood is the single prominent variable contributing to the credibility of political rumors in China. Instead, I’d like to prove that it’s one of the potential contributors and thus a better understanding of censorship effects can be constructed.
Future research may try to solve the following questions. First of all, it might be possible to construct a different experimental setting, which allows us to test whether the causal relationships exist for the mere association I find between certain variables and the censorship likelihood of the information. If causal relationships could be tested, then we will be able to understand how people learn the mechanism of government censorship from their daily experiences. Furthermore, this paper suggests that the degree of sophistication towards general political knowledge is different from the degree of sophistication towards government censorship in China. Future research could investigate whether this difference is decisive and has implications for the political control in authoritarian regimes by blocking citizens from obtaining certain knowledge through higher education. Finally, people in China think government censorship is justifiable under circumstances and the explanations given are similar to the ones used by the government. This phenomenon may have implications for understanding what constitutes legitimacy in authoritarian regimes: it is possible that the citizens in some authoritarian regimes are willing to compromise some basic rights, such as the freedom of speech, in evaluating the legitimacy of the incumbent in exchange for political stability and economic growth.

Conclusion

This paper examines the influences of government censorship on the credibility of online political rumors in China. I find a mixed result throughout the project, suggesting both the effectiveness and harms of the government censorship. Government censorship helps to cultivate a nationalism on social media in favor of Beijing. Any narrative criticizing Beijing will not be trusted due to the political partisanship developed online, and the government
can easily control the public discourse by appealing to nationalism. However, censorship can also be counter productive as the primary hypothesis of this paper holds: citizens are more likely to believe political rumors which they perceive as more likely to be censored, which are usually politically sensitive and anti-government.

Besides, the secondary hypotheses on what affects people’s judgement on censorship likelihood are generally proved. Although no causal inferences could be made, the mere associations are found to be significant. People’s understanding of what contents will be classified as sensitive and subject to censorship is positively related to their knowledge on government censorship. Thus, people with more sophisticated knowledge concerning censorship are more likely to identify any piece of sensitive information as subject to censorship. However, simultaneously, the possession of general knowledge concerning politics seems to be irrelevant. Also, given any piece of politically sensitive information, people who have a stronger perception that the government perception exists are more likely to identify any piece of sensitive information as subject to censorship.

Furthermore, the data also suggests that strategic censorship in China can be effective in three aspects. First of all, it prevents people from developing a systematic understanding of what contents are more likely to be censored than others, and thus prevents people from strategically avoiding government censorship as the treatment has no direct effect on the judgement of censorship likelihood. Furthermore, it encourages self-censorship, as suggested by the qualitative data, among citizens. Citizens are either not interested in political events, and thus will not try to hold government accountable, or will doubt any information that doesn’t follow the norm of self-censorship and explicitly criticize the government. As
suggested in the previous section, future research may try to prove or disprove the causal relationship behind these associations.

Finally, this paper makes several comparisons between the political communication in democracies and in autocracies. Even though they may share similar empirical outcomes, such as a higher trust in the state or public funded media outlets, the mechanisms behind could be largely different. Besides, the actual content of partisanship in discussing political communication can vary across countries because the core values of the political ideology debates are varied. While political partisanship is more about liberal or conservative in the United States, it’s more about pro or anti the CCP in China.
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